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About This Game

Elephant Games, the studio that brought you Haunted Hotel and Hallowed Legends series, warns you to prepare for the end of
the world in the next thrilling chapter of Chimeras!

A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.
The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes. But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a
secret society. A fortune teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city's fate. She claims you're the one

who will guide his path. Your choices will have consequences! Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?
Find out in this heart-pounding hidden-object puzzle adventure!

Play the bonus game to catch a secret society member's murderer!
Hunt for morphing objects and tarot cards

Collect and display morphing chimeras
Earn special achievements

Use the available strategy guide
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Its pretty good.. One of the first mods to get onto Steam, and not a bad choice either. Sorta like Twisted Metal, but on the
Source engine. Unfortunately, by the time I tried it out with a friend, the amount of players was next to none.. ATTENTION,
ATTENTION

I did NOT receive this product for FREE

I actually BOUGHT it while it was on SALE

And YOU should do that TOO, because it's a little GEM

Thanks for listening.. I DO NOT ENJOY IT IS VERY WEIRD AND CONTORLS ARE VERY HARD TO GET USED TO
. An excellent game that takes a refreshing spin on a rather old concept!

The amount of "genetic" detail within the behavior of the individuals is rather uncanny!

Slay the majority of the populations that congregate in the center of the screen?
More enemies tend to prefer the left and right sides...

Get your rump kicked in by those blue suckers with semi-homing projectiles?
Guess who's gonna be more populous next round...

A game definitely worth the price of a dejected Stat Trak CSGO Skin,
or, a lovely cup of gourmet coffee at your reigonal overpriced coffee dispensary.. This is a simple action battle game with a
strategic overmap. Fun, delightfullymindless, and a brilliant time sink.

I bought this game in early access and everytime I open the game for a peek I find the developer has added more content and
polish. This is exactly how early acces should be done. I can not heap enough praise on the devloper for just deciding to do ome
thing, and do it well.

I just saw that Co-op campaing might be a future update, and I have to say that if this can be implemented without bugs, I would
rate it at 100% (currently about 90%). Upon the strength of this game alone I am planning to buy other Enless loopp games.

Never have I been so happy raining death upon literally thousands of mindless 2D sprites. Last night I actully dreamt of
wrentching their pathetic pixals aparts and smearing their blocky gore onto the grass.... dreams

Buy this game. Very fun and intetractive puzzle game, really fun to yell at your friends the entire time because they aren't doing
it right. 9.3/10. Really fun RPGish game. Great game sound track and the game is reminisent (I know i probably biffed that
spelling) of older games. Graphics aren't bad and gameplay is pretty fun. Game is nice and difficult.
I would recommend this game to any A7X fans and any fans of this style of game.
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It is a pretty good game at a resonably price. The pacing of the game was far too slow. the huge empty spaces and the severe
inability to move at a consistently sped up pace just killed it.
Story wise: A man is dying, he is given a VR kit to help him forget about it. they give him a slow paced game, which is the exact
opposite of what you want to do.
with little time he has to live left, you'd want him to get the most out of it, not slow it down.
Gameplay wise: slow. painfully painfully slow. I love tron and i love the tank fights in tron, I Really really love the artwork of
this game and I honestly want to love it, but the pacing of the game just throws everything good about this game out the
window.. This game is the best example of why an artist shouldn't think that they're automatically capable of making video
games.

The "game" is very good in the art department. That is, it has well-drawn images and good sound. It is, however, very much
lacking in every other aspect. The gameplay is very slow and mostly consists of dragging your character around the screen and
getting to whatever exit while sometimes avoiding falling stuff. For the few points where gameplay progresses beyond that, the
character can also fire shots in three directions, mostly to remove obstacles. This method of mechanics is self-limiting to an
extent that at one point the game gives up with it entirely and decides that it's Galaxian (yes, it suddenly switches to a game of
Galaxian), and after about 15-30 minutes it dispenses with everything and ends. That's right, this game is 30 minutes, tops.

All in all, I wouldn't recomend this unless you enjoy dragging characters around, and even then I'm sure there are walking
simulators that last longer.
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Meet george who's going to die of cancer.
Now play as George who plays video games, waiting for death.

Yes that's the scenario!

Endure a 20 minute intro and when, bored out of your mind, you miss a message and have to redo the intro again from the start,
you close the game and post that review.. Millennium - A New Hope - exciting game of Aldorlea Games.
+ Beautiful and cool characters,
+ Interesting dialogues
+ Locations
+ Clever plot.
Immerse yourself in the world of adventure! 10/10. Table of Contents:
- Foreword
- Graphics
- Gameplay
- Sounds
- Controls
- Quality
- Overall Experience

-Foreword
This game was a lot better than i expected it to, still simply isnt as good as many other farming simulators out there.

-Graphics
The graphics were suprinsingly decent, i didnt take a look at the game before.
Everything looked pretty good, except for the cars.

-Gameplay
The gameplay is basically the same as in every single Farming Simulator game there is.
In my opinion its boring, but some people seem to enjoy it.
The shop it like 10km away, you've got a tractor which only goes 24kph.
Took me like 10-15 minutes just to get to the shop.

-Sounds
The music of the gamen when entering your tractor is louder than the other sounds, even if you put the music volume down in
the options. Other than that, the sounds were not too bad.
Music the same as in every simulator game. Boring and weird.

-Controls
Simulator games have insane controls every time, these controls were okay though.
Took me 5 minutes to figure everything out.
For some weird stupid reason the mouse courser moves faster ingame than on the desktop, which is insanely weird.
You can change gears, to drive backwards you have to press z though. I'd have prefered it to be the -1 gear °w°

-Quality
The game feels in overall better than the other simulator games i've played in the past 24 hours (which were 5 btw).
Cars actually do stop if you stand infront of them, you can crash into them, they are not ghosted, the physics are actually pretty
decent, its not bad.
Graphics options were only availiable in the launcher, along with resolution and stuff.
The game is really laggy (running on like 20 FPS on a pretty good system)
One car was flying through the air and being really fast and weird while i was on my way to the store.
Also the game crashes when tabbing out (happened twice, second time was when i was on my way back from the store >.<)
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For some weird stupid reason the mouse courser moves faster ingame than on the desktop, which is insanely weird.

-Overall Experience
The game is not that bad, there are many farming simulator games which are a lot better though. Would definetly not
recommend this over any other of them. Also, in my opinion its not fun at all.. Being the second game in \u2018The Men of
Yoshiwara\u2019 series (Kikuya being the first), I can happily say that I enjoyed this game a lot more than the first one.

It\u2019s not mandatory to play the first game to be able to enjoy this, but it\u2019s recommended. It\u2019s in the same
universe and throughout the game, you\u2019ll read and see references of other characters from the first game, which I thought
was a nice touch. It also uses the same engine and backgrounds\/music from the first game, but it of course adds some new
backgrounds and music for the second game to compliment the new story.

P.S: I\u2019ll be patiently waiting for a third game to this series.

Recommended route order:
Ageha > Utsusemi > Asagiri > Gakuto > Takigawa

Pros:
+More interesting story than the first game.
+Beautiful art style and CGs (and overall better character design than the first game).
+Extra short stories when finishing a route.
+Achievements.
+Cheaper than the first game.

Cons:
-English translation\/grammar can be bad at times.
-Musashi is not a dating option (Although it was teased SO MUCH!!).. Totally abandoned by delveloper!!. READ THE
DESCRIPTION! I did fell into this trap!. 3 things:

I was a bit sceptical at first, but when you start playing it you just fall right back in love with the HALO series

it's a steal for the price

Please bring more halo games for steam. VR Review: Oculus Rift

Free Map: The graphics were below average but not awful. On a desktop you might not care but in VR it's only amplified.
The view is also very dark in headset and I would have to ask my non VR companions to come over and look at something for
me because I couldn't tell if I was looking at a clue or just some random muddy texture (hint: It was never a clue. All the
clues are completely obviously clues). The puzzles are fairly boring and straight forward, minus a couple that made
absolutely no sense and we had to look up the answer. "Need item to open new path, find item. Need code to open door, find
code." I was hoping to have a bit more interactivity with the environment but aside from random dishware and a few
boards/pipes, the only interactive bits of the environment are tied to puzzles; even then half the puzzles are static clues written
on walls.

One major issue I had was with the VR controls. By default the game seems to require 360 Room scale setup, but you don't
necessarily need 360 movement to play. In the options you can turn on D-Pad turning and movement (Oculus doesn't have a
D-Pad so it uses the thumbsticks instead) and without this on there is no way to turn without physically turning. This would
have been fine (and should have been active by default), however it moves by 90 degrees from your current angle each turn
and so you still have to bend and twist to interact with much of the environment if you want to be detected by front facing
sensors. The game would not require this type of movement if you could turn at lesser angles or choose the angle when
teleporting. I also had issues with the stick not registering a turn press at all and had to press the stick several times before it
would actually turn my avatar.
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The second issue with controls is the button layout and how you interact with things. I haven't played a game that uses the
triggers for movement on Oculus (usually thumbsticks); typically these buttons are reserved for grabbing and pointing, etc.
The grip trigger is the button for locomotion and the pointer trigger grabs objects. Completely reversed from any VR game
I've played and made this title a huge pain to navigate. As well trying to hold and item and teleport with it didn't work half
the time as your teleport would collide with the object and restrict you from moving. Constantly having to fight your own
instincts just to pick up an object is not fun.

As I mentioned graphically it isn't stellar but the textures and objects were passable and not completely immersion breaking.
One odd thing is that my character had Out Of Bounds issues where I could phase most of the way through an object before
it would stop me from continuing, and then I could physically walk further through them and I could completely navigate to
areas that I should have had no way to reach given my play space. I was also able to interact with objects in these areas and
bypassed several puzzles. One way to stop this would be to deactivate certain puzzle interactives unless the previous puzzle had
been solved (like being able to phase through an entire pile of rocks and skip most of main puzzles. This was only in the VR
version and did not happen for desktop players in my game. I also had some stuttering issues on my headset that I've not
experienced in other VR games where the textures would bounce around like my sensors were blocked, but nothing was in the
way of them.

One of the biggest things for me though is the price of the DLC and one of the main reasons I won't be recommending this
game to any VR players. Standard maps are several dollars cheaper than their VR alternatives, but being able to play with
VR and non VR players means that the maps have to be identical, and the only difference I saw between VR and Standard in
the free map was the way you control your character. Why does the VR map cost more money? I'll never know because the
standard free map was exactly the same for me and my friend. Unless the DLC is in fact different and then how would you
be able to play along side your friends who don't have VR?

TL;DR: The game is decent for desktop but not for Oculus VR.
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